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NEW QUESTION: 1
A bank uses Power Platform apps and flows to support business
processes.
The company would like to use historical client data to predict
whether a client's loan application is likely to be approved or
rejected.
You need to use AI Builder to implement the solution.
Which four actions should you perform in sequence? To answer,
move the appropriate actions from the list of actions to the
answer area and arrange them in the correct order.
Answer:
Explanation:
Explanation:
Step 1: Import data into Common Data Service.
AI Builder requires the use of Common Data Service, which is
the data platform for PowerApps and allows you to store and
manage business data. Common Data Service is the platform on

which Dynamics 365 apps are built so if you're a Dynamics 365
customer, your data is already in Common Data Service.
Step 2: Train the model
Step 3: Publish the model
The last step is to publish your model.
Step 4: Use the model in PowerApps or Microsoft Flow.
Reference:
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/ai-builder/build-model

NEW QUESTION: 2
A. Option
B. Option
C. Option
D. Option
Answer: A

C
B
A
D

NEW QUESTION: 3
Ralph, a professional hacker, targeted Jane, who had recently
bought new systems for her company. After a few days, Ralph
contacted Jane while masquerading as a legitimate customer
support executive, informing that her systems need to be
serviced for proper functioning and that customer support will
send a computer technician. Jane promptly replied positively.
Ralph entered Jane's company using this opportunity and
gathered sensitive information by scanning terminals for
passwords, searching for important documents in desks, and
rummaging bins. What is the type of attack technique Ralph used
on jane?
A. Eavesdropping
B. Dumpster diving
C. Shoulder surfing
D. impersonation
Answer: D

NEW QUESTION: 4
How would a developer change the field type of a custom field
on the Account object from string to an integer?
A. Make the changes in the developer console, and then the
change will automatically be reflected in the Apex code.
B. Mate the change in the declarative UI, then update the field
type to an integer field in the Apex code.
C. Remove all references in the code, make the change in the
declarative UI, and restore the references with the new type.
D. Make the change in the declarative UI, an then the change
will automatically be reflected in the Apex code.
Answer: C
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